WARRANTY REGISTRATION
LISTER warranties the METEOR Trimmer against defects
in all materials and workmanship for a period of one year
from the date of purchase.
Please retain this leaflet and keep in a safe place. In the
event of a warranty claim, return it with your Trimmer.
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POSTCODE................................................................

METEOR TRIMMER

DATE OF PURCHASE................................................

LISTER SHEARING EQUIPMENT LIMITED
LONG STREET, DURSLEY, GLOS. GL11 4HR
Tel: +44 (0) 1453 544832/3 Fax: +44 (0) 1453 545110
www.lister-shearing.co.uk

FEATURES
Easy to handle, easy to oil, perfect for cutting.
Choice of blades & ‘slide on’ blade guides (set of 4)
to give varying clip lengths. Blades can be re-sharpened,
return them to your dealer or the Lister factory.
SAFETY WARNINGS
Check voltage ratings
Unplug Trimmer before cleaning
Keep Trimmer away from water
Keep Trimmer out of reach of children
PREPARATION BEFORE USE
Ensure Trimmer is adequately charged
CHARGING THE BATTERY
Do NOT let the battery run down until the Trimmer
stops before charging.
First time charge should be between 12-14 hours.
Further charges between 2-2.5 hours. Other than initial
charge, do not charge the battery over 4 hours.
To charge, switch to “OFF” position and connect Trimmer
to charger. Trimmer LED will be on during charging.
Do not charge the battery in temperatures lower than 0°C
or higher than 40°C as it will reduce battery life.
The charger can act as an emergency mains adaptor,
plug in the adaptor and wait a few minutes before using
the Trimmer. Do NOT run continuously with charger, only in
an emergency.
STORAGE
Store the Trimmer fully charged. Battery will gradually lose
its charge over long periods. If it loses all charge, it will not
regain full capacity until fully charged and discharged 2 or 3
times, so clipping time may be significantly reduced for the
first few times after prolonged storage.

OILING
Trimmer blades are oiled before leaving the factory, and
should be regularly oiled when clipping. Use only the oil
provided with the Trimmer or Lister R15 oil. Do not use oils
with solvents as they evaporate rapidly and damage the
blades.
BLADES
Switch off/unplug Trimmer before changing blades
Clean stray hair away from blades and Trimmer with brush
provided.
To remove blade sets, DO NOT UNDO THE SCREWS,
simply push down on the top of the blades with your thumb
as shown in the diagram below
Keep blades oiled during use, and lightly coat with oil
before storing to prevent rusting.

TROUBLESHOOTING
Problem
Cause
Blades do not fit
Blades not aligned
with crank
Not enough power Trimmer needs recharge
or blades need oiling
Not Cutting
Blades blunt or need
oiling
Trimmer wont run See Storage
after storing
Trimmer wont run Internal fault
when charged

Solution
Turn on Trimmer
before attaching
Connect to AC
charger
Oil blades or return
for sharpening
Recharge 2-3 times
Return for service
/repair

